Frank Spence Letters

	This is a short selection of letters which throw additional light on events covered in the Peter Spence Private Letter Book No.1, transcribed from the Frank Spence Private Letter Book (PSA 1029 in the Peter Spence Archive).

FSL 13		13th December 1879		 to Peter Spence

My very dear father, 
	Your wire duly received. You did well not to attempt to navigate your way to the works this morning. I had to walk from Anson Road a "darkness that might be felt" having stopped all bus traffic.  	There is little of any moment in today's correspondence. I enclose the B'ham reports being about the only matter of interest.
	I have asked James to report one or two matters and enclose his note and one from Esilman about Copper which is looking better as you will gather from what he says.
	With best love to Mamma and trusting you may have weather which will enable you to hear MacLaren tomorrow.  I remain  
Your very aff son  Frank Spence

FSL 19		22nd December 1879

My dear Mr Allison, 
	My father is not well and left the works today looking anything but right. I suggested your going down and treating him daily for a while to get up his strength and tone but he would not be convinced that it was necessary.
	Now I want you to go there if you can tonight betwixt 9 and ten (say about 9) and hand the enclosed note to Mrs Spence. She will take care that he is put into your hands. Don't say what you have come for till Mrs Spence has seen the note.
	Mr Gilchrist thinks the sort of treatment you give him for the liver is what he needs but not quite so severe. Give him something comforting that will make him want you back again as I think he needs regular treatment to keep up his strength and tone.  
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence

FSL 21		22nd December 1879

My very dear Mother, 
	I am glad to hear that on the whole you are keeping on the improve.  Father has not looked well either yesterday or today and both John and I are convinced that a little daily treatment by Allison would do him a power of good.
	I suggested to him just before he left today that Allison should go to Erlington and treat him daily for a while but he did not seem to think it at all necessary.
	Now I have ventured in the face of his opinion to send Allison down to give him something before he goes to bed tonight.  I know you will back me up in this in spite of his reluctance and secure him something in the way of treatment that will ensure him a good and refreshing night's sleep.
	He is far far too prodigal of his strength and it would do him real good to take bathing or other treatment regularly (if not daily) to get up his health and tone for the rest of his days.
	Trusting you will prevail for his own sake and yours as well as ours.  I remain  
Your very affectionate son  Frank Spence

FSL 88		10th May 1880			to John B Spence

My dear brother, 
	The other day as you will recollect I regarded as beyond controversy the counter claim upon you for Oxide.
	I have taken this view as you will remember because the goods though under your control as Agents and paying you agency commission were never afterwards delivered by you, your principals or their assigns and were therefore (through your faulty arrangements I am bound to assume) lost to them beyond recovery.
	You did not in any way disturb this position and I left as I came convinced that no one but a lawyer would have given a decision upon this point in your favour.
	As however I wish to do all in my power to prevent David being made a bankrupt as well as to bring about a payment of your claim (results which it is clear to me from what I can see will have to stand or fall together) I am willing to proceed on the assumption that I may be wrong in my view of what seems to me - a neutral party - beyond possibility of question and I would therefore propose (and have obtained authority to do so) that the whole matter of the oxide be referred to a commercial arbitration at David's cost. As you are so confident of the justice of your claim against David you cannot from your point of view feel that you have anything to risk by a reference which would above all things decide the case upon its real merits and as David is if possible still more convinced of the justice of his claim I see no other possible solution of the matter.
	You have had to wait years already for the payment of your claim and unless you will consent to a fair commercial arbitration of David's claim at the same time, you are likely to the best of my judgement to wait for many years more.
	David has I believe at the present moment little or nothing he can call his own. He has a friend who intends well towards him but who I am certain will do nothing for him if he believes the result would simply be to enable you to come upon him for a very large sum more than he really owes you. I venture to suggest therefore that such a reference as I have named or your consent to the settlement of the matter forthwith on the basis of the payment of your debt of account less the amount of the counter claim for oxide would be a prudent as well as a just course for you to take - and one that, if a tithe of what you think of those who have been opposed to you in the matter be correct, would place your conduct in comparison with theirs in an exceedingly favourable light.
	As you were more-over at one stage prepared to waive the portion of the claim represented by the oxide I think if you do so again now that you are legally in such a strong position it would henceforth be impossible for any one to attribute to your action in the matter anything but a sincere desire for what was just and right.
	I enclose some papers of the Manchester Trade Protection Society showing how their method of commercial arbitration is worked and the class of men who arbitrate for people appealing to them.
	I need only say in conclusion that I am sure you recognise my delicate position in this matter and will of course understand that what I have written is of course without prejudice in any way to anybody's right legal or moral in the matter.   I remain, 
Your affectionate brother    Frank Spence  
	P.S. I cannot help but add that when talking this matter over with you I felt very much your kindly references to myself and I do hope that when this thick black cloud has rolled away we may - at least as children of the same sainted mother - know something of the relationship of early years which has come up in my memory very wistfully and sadly of late.  My boys who saw you once when you rode up one early morning to our house door at Bowdon are often puzzled about the Uncle Jack they only recollect seeing once.
	Well Jack I think you will believe me when I say that I am deeply THANKFUL that in the midst of all this strife of tongues I have been kept from entertaining any feeling towards you but that of wishing for you the peace and joy and deliverance from troubles which have come to me as a follower - a very unworthy follower - of the Lord Jesus Christ.  F.S.


FSL 92		12th May 1880		Mr Royse, Messrs J Berger Spence & Co

My dear Sir, 
	I shall be glad to know by bearer whether you will be in about mid afternoon today as I think it very likely I may come down to see you.
Yours faithfully    Frank Spence

FSL 93		12th May 1880		to John B Spence

My dear brother, 
	In reply to your note I have only to say that it now remains for you to take your own course and I am  
Your affectionate brother    Frank Spence

FSL133		20th July 1880		 to Peter Spence

My very dear father, 
	Your short but very interesting letter of yesterday duly received.  I am quite thankful & delighted that in the midst of so much both to oppress and harass you you are nevertheless in such perfect spirits, and so firmly anchored below the surge in HIM who makes us "more then conquerors".
	I don't know whether you will readily give me a bill of indemnity but when copying out your letter to Steuart as desired (there was not time to do so before yesterday's day mail) I couldn't help but feel that you had - in all probability - conceded the whole matter in contention i.e. his right to sell the Frizinghall make. You have before this if I am not much mistaken expressed to him your very strong objection to his having any beneficiary interest in the sales (i.e. I suppose sharing any commission with Bradbury & Hirsch or entering with them into any forward speculation in sulphate.)
	These things therefore he may have since abandoned and may be able to entirely disclaim when he replies to your letter but beyond all this he may be under heavy obligation to B & H for monetary advances as we have been in the past to better people (Rich'd Roberts Son & Co).  Your letter does not contemplate this and yet it is really a more serious contingency for you to face than either of the others.
	My own counsel in the matter is that the only position you can safely take is that which you have taken up to now viz that until your loans to him and your advances to the Frizinghall concern with interest are fully repaid you must have sole control of the sales and works management. Could anything be more reasonable than this position?
	Of one thing I feel certain. If I had had the impudence on the heels of a series of loans to me of a large amount, guarantees of personal security &c &c, and if a letter of mine to one of your sons blackguarding you and attributing to you the worst motives for all you had done for me, to attempt to shove you out of the management by offering the entire produce of the works for the next 12 months (and this without a word of conference with your son whom you had left in charge of your sales) to people whom you had been obliged to end your connexion with (B & H), and to crown all had had the effrontery at the very moment to ask you to renew a bill for £200 (which, if it did nothing more, at least demonstrated my needy financial position), if in short I had taken such a course I should expect to be kicked out of your confidence for good.
	I wish you would quietly think over the position in which it is in Steuart's power by speculation or other unscrupulous acts as a partner to place you.
	The fact is that in the eventuality of your death Mamma and indeed all of us might be put in real peril. I say all this out of simple deliberate conviction and judgment of Steuart's character.
	There is the strongest fear that even if you curb him by a written promise to leave the entire management to you till the advances are paid off (and he would probably do this now that he wants your loan of £200*) you may when that stage is reached and you are ready to place David in your position be simply presenting poor D a second time with a partner who may bring him once more to ruin.
	With the present known elements of the case it seems to me that the most prudent course would be to sell out your interest to any partner Steuart might find (and whom the Bradford Corporation would accept) and find room for David in one of our own concerns.
	You sagaciously tell Steuart in your letter that men like B & H who have once acted unscrupulously will find a way to do so again. Apply that moral to Steuart himself and he will not have shown his teeth in vain.
	In view of these various considerations I have made free to send you back your letter, but have taken a copy so that if, after all you decide to send it on to him unmodified a record will have been kept of what you said.    [stops here]
	* You had better reply to him by the way about this. He has had no answer as yet. 

FSL137		21st July 1880

	Telegram - Frank Spence, Manchester to Mrs T Kelly, 36 Green St Grosvenor Sq., London 
	"Pray drop me one line only to say how matters are progressing"

FSL138		21st July 1880		 to Peter Spence

My very dear father, 
	I am greatly pleased to see from yours of yesterday that your enjoyment and sense of rest are if anything increasing and that therefore you are both likely to prolong your stay for some weeks yet. Your run down here on your way to Birmingham will place you au fait with regard to all matters and thus enable you to go back for a considerably longer furlough.
	I haven't yet communicated with Arthur & Hinshaw about an intended call on them by you. If you still think of doing so after what I mentioned y'day about rapidly increasing stocks of alum a wire from you to them, direct, tomorrow morning would be in ample time to apprise them.
	Avery (B'ham) in reply to my letter saying that we could arrive in B'ham by train due there @ 10.10 and thus reach the sewage works about 10.30, says he will be glad to meet us there "at 11 to 11.15" which arrangement I have therefore confirmed.
	London - I wrote Maggie to Green St on Monday asking if I could do anything in the matter which was in my power and have no reply today. As Mary if nothing if she is not a "manager" and would tell me they were employing the best lawyer and detectives (to pluck up by the way the evil fruit she and Jack have sown) I fear I would only be regarded as a "country cousin".
	I have felt it a little hard that a brother who has (I can confidently say) only tried to do them good should only hear of the matter and that through a round about channel so many days after it has occurred. I have today wired Mary asking for "one line only to say matters are progressing".
	Muriate - Sashse & Klemm (Rooke Spence's friends) say "Still rising - We are offered today 100 tons 80% £5-19/- fob nett cash Ulex test".  Wm Ross quotes £6-2/-  We shall have to buy in about a fortnight or three weeks as we shall be run out by the end of August.  The above quotations seem about the same as those made ten or twelve days ago.
	Alum -  wire has just arrived from Rooke Spence "Jackson thinks he could place one thousand barrels alum at five seventeen six India* August shipment May we offer, telegraph" (* of course this does not mean delivered India) and I have wired you "Rooke Spence think a thousand barrels for India could be sold at price netting four fourteen three Their stock is now 200 tons and stock here is increasing What lowest nett would you take?"  This is a very low nett and as only 100 tons of their stock is barrels the remaining 100 would have to be packed in barrels purchased at about 1/2 more per ton than the first 100 and this we would have to take into account. If however you say how low you think we should go (nett) we would make the needful calculations. The regular make of alum accounts for the increasing stock - demand not keeping pace with it.
	Sulphate - I wired you this morning "Have got nineteen fifteen for the fifty tons and am asked for another fifty but Steuart's sales have absorbed all". A wire came from him yesterday which put us into complete confusion and I hope no more has been sold than the two works will produce. He said "I advised last week sale of all Frizinghall make for August fifty tons sold in June at nineteen and twenty five in July at nineteen twelve six Also all September to June next under offer at £19-10/- advised also". I enclose letters received from him today but dated "17th inst".  I do hope you have ere this peremptorily required him to withdraw the offer of all forward make @ £19-10/-. 
	Shale burning - A calculat'n shows that during the last 3 mos this has cost 1/0¼d per ton.  No 5 chamber and cooler below - work progressing.  With best love to all  
Your very affectionate son  Frank Spence

FSL143		22nd July 1880		 to Peter Spence

My very dear father, 
	I have duly received both your wire of y'day afternoon and your y'day's letter.  With regard to the point in your wire about my telegraphing Steuart to stop sales you would I am sure perceive on reflection that if you cannot see your way to firmly and immovably maintaining the position you have yourself taken up there is still less likelihood of your supporting mine and consequently Steuart paying the slightest attention to any representation I may make. The postscript you have now sent him however is much firmer but it does not put your foot down immovably on the question of sales and management as I think it might have done and I very much fear he will wriggle out from under you. I was myself only waiting till you had firmly resolved on this course to enable me to as firmly support you in it and help fight your battle.
	A consciousness of right such as you have in this case should have given you no end of resolut'n and courage. I hope things may however yet turn out all right and that he may capitulate unconditionally.  	Yr visit to Manchester & B'ham - I have wired you today as per enclosed & hope you may see your way to adopt this course to enable you to see the works on Sat evg.
	I sent Jno to B'ham y'day. He found all going well. They will have liquor to carry at least all this week. The new plant is up, looks well, and will be ready for work in ten days. It is pleasant to see at least one thing done a good while before it can be required.  Smith tells Ebbie that he thinks we will get Windsor St if we are prepared to "stand the racket" which is being interpreted to take the blame that may result from the discoloured sewage - they would so John gathered be prepared to pay for the consequences.  
	Roberts versus Newton Heath Co. - I was not aware till you named it that Stern was not sampling jointly from the very first as I very strictly ordered. The loss you point out in no doubt the direct consequence & shows what we would have had to face by a contract with these people.  The new treatment of the burnt ore cannot be undertaken till you are to plan out the thing. If you had given John more latitude he would have carried it out ere this at the top works but this you did not consent to and there are difficulties in the way of carrying it out near the furnaces which you had better overcome by your own plans on Saturday.  John's hands are so full with chamber repair and alterations of cooler &c that I don't see how the thing can be done justice to till you come over.
	I have fear too that with present high heat we may get out of the streak of good burning we have lately got into. Till these furnaces are more perfectly under control we may whistle for better copper extraction. Meantime I need scarcely say that the well burnt ore has been sent up to Richard for ordinary treatment.
	Eglinton Bauxite - You asked whether the lumps are slacked before going into the pan - Yes! and then passed through the riddle.
	I have letter this morning from Mary. Much progress has it seems not yet been actually made. They have good hopes. But time is very important and if Tharp is beginning to find himself already notorious he will not have much motive to settle the matter quietly.
Your very affectionate son  Frank Spence

FSL162		18th August 1880

	Telegram - Frank Spence, London to R W Stead, Solicitor, Essex St Manchester 
["Brother" altered to "Jack"]  "Jack and Royse wont accept proposal to deduct Dublin oxide but want a compromise Meantime they demand two thousand They wired Allen to postpone I arrive London Road seven thirty"


FSL181		26th October 1880

Dear Mr Roberts, 
	Re Goole Shareholders Meeting (Noon, Thursday next, "A" Committee Room, Old Town Hall). 
	If entirely convenient to you my father would be very glad if you could come up a little earlier than the meeting say by Midland train which leaves L'pool @ 10.30 and reaches Central Station here @ 11.15.  If you can we would await you at the Station. 
	Matters have taken a somewhat different turn since we saw you and it would be desirable to acquaint you fully with them.  Kindly say by early post tomorrow & oblige.  
Yours very sincerely    Frank Spence

FSL182		1st November 1880

My dear David, 
	One line to ask you to send us (for our Private Copy Letter Bk here) copy of your statem't of loss as sent in to Bradford Gas Committee. Also copy of your proposal of an extens'n of three years. Did you say that I will get a sight of a machine in Yksh in process of manufacture?  
Yr very aff Bro    Frank Spence

FSL197		15th November 1880

My dear Duncan, 
	One brief line to ask your frank opinion of the character & abilities of the writer of the enclosed.  I was unfortunately called away suddenly to Yorkshire upon a very pressing matter or I would have written you upon the matter on Sat. I send this by early post.
	I am thankful to say that Fanny is still steadily progressing and if she would only rein in her energies at home when I am at the works as well as I compel her to do in the mornings and evenings she would soon be strong again as ever.
	Hope you are all in a good trim as I believe you were at last advices and with best love to all your fireside.
Your affectionate brother    Frank Spence

FSL199		15th November 1880

My dear Eben, 
	Will you see Mr Smith and give him my kind regards and ask him to frankly tell you whether it was the fifteen years feature in our proposal which made them decline to entertain it. I am responsible for that suggestion and would like to know whether it was that which put us out of court.
	Tell him I hope he is again sound and well and has no need of Professor Kirk's or any other medical treatment.
Your affectionate cousin    Frank Spence

FSL220		1st December 1880		 to Peter Spence

My very dear father, 
	The enclosed received not long after you had gone.  If the lease is not largely sanctioned it seems to me quite as necessary to get a counsel's opinion for their benefit as if it be largely sanctioned.  The probability is that it will not be largely sanctioned because the question asked in Adamson's circular is a leading question and will be answered accordingly.  As to "the Company" to use Stead's words getting "a second opinion" that were absurd.  Adamson & Allen are sure to state a case to suit their views and get the "opinion" they want.  What I would do is to get Stead to prepare a fair and impartial case for counsel and then let Fox as Chairman of the Directors and McKerrow as Chairman of the Joint Committee request some lawyer (Stead might do) to get Ford North's opinion upon it.  The result they could then communicate to the shareholders.
	Please say by bearer whether you propose to see Stead tomorrow morning at 10. (He will bring your reply to Victoria Park and I will be guided accordingly).
	Our interviews with him are frequently barren of result and I think the question of procedure is now one of common sense. I confess I don't like to be told so often ex cathedra how to act where ordinary and not technical considerations are involved.
Your very affectionate son  Frank Spence    
	I have just learned of a case where a church buying land has lost a considerable sum by allowing one lawyer (the vendor's) to act for both parties. This confirms all our previous experience of this vicious system - and it would be preposterous to expect "a second opinion" from Allen which might be his sentence of death.  FS

FSL229		14th December 1880		 to Peter Spence

My very dear father, 
	Just a line to say that Rooke Spence & Co wired this afternoon "Jackson bids five fifteen for thousand barrels Alum if refused goes to Genoa cannot possibly do better for Indian orders telegraph".  I replied "Price frightfully low will however accept if you will sacrifice half your commission making total deduction three and three quarters".
	As £6 which they frequently accept netts £4-15-6 and the above arrangement netts £4-12-3 I thought in view of our increasing stock we could not do better than take it.
	Smalls contract - We have taken to account and paid for 4828 tons of the 6000 tons of our quantum for this year - 600 more tons are on the way - 762 tons are besides in reserve.
	Hoping you are comfortably ensconced and likely to have pleasant society during your stay.
I remain your very affectionate son  Frank Spence 
	Did you know that Alexander MacDougall has retired from business? He will do a lot of good as he has a soul for it. The man of this generation at least some of them can retire from secular work without dying of idleness.

FSL232		15th December 1880		 to Peter Spence

My very dear father, 
	I enclose you memoranda from Jas Ross & Esilman.  I wired you this morning re the 1000 Brls "Rookes accept half commission but their buyer insists on one per cent for himself reducing nett to four eleven two Please wire your decision to Rooke direct We would suggest half per cent".
	I was sorry to bother you about this but the nett was so awfully low and it would also be so low a price for the Goole Co to hear of that I felt it necessary to take your mind on it.
	I enclose you a surplus copy of a letter I have written Rooke upon another matter. The case in question* gave me the occasion I wanted to lay down the principle that we may do direct even in Alum when they render no service. I also thought it desirable to recite once more the arrangement with regard to special firms as in the event of anything occurring we would be unable to prove it without a tremendous dive into old letters even if it be in writing at all.
	In haste and with best love to Mamma  
Your very aff son  Frank Spence
	* The party paid the cash.


FSL281		24th January 1881		 to Peter Spence

My very dear father, 
	I have yours and think you are doing wisely not to venture out unless it very greatly improves in both light and heat.
	Muriate - Wm Ross' facts communicated to you on Saturday and by letter to us today show clearly that we cannot risk our supply farther. It's a pity he hadn't given us them earlier.
	I send you today's letters and with regard to the pressing matters in them I may say that -
	(1) I have wired Smith (B'ham) re oxide "We know your stock of oxide has deteriorated in quality but till this morning never imagined we were to be left without any without notice We appeal to no contract but to a courtesy which has hitherto never failed us Kindly request your managers to do their best for us in the circumstances". 
	(2) I wired Bridgewater agent, L'pool "Your letter received we have just eleven days stock waste salt please arrange accordingly Don't let us run out".
	(3) I have wired to Nechells "Buy immediately the five oil casks you speak of and despatch them to Warwick, see they are in good order before leaving Also see Tew consigns to Midland Siding Nechells".  	Since writing the foregoing the following telegram has arrived from W Ross "Fifty tons eighty muriate delivery guaranteed Hamburg end February at seven ten offered subject wire acceptance today impossible obtain anything earlier this will cover all gaps up to new contract". He is quite right. It just fills up the remaining gap. Will you send a line by bearer stating whether we shall accept. Bearer is to meet Jas Ross in town and he can then hand your reply to William R.
	I enclose letter from Fox. Please note the word "reparation" (!) on his last page.  Herewith the last two weekly Reports from B'ham as desired.  Esilman's daily records also herein.
	Salford Gas Liquor - It is again in the market. I have instructed bearer to buy a Sat's Guardian in town. The adv't is under "Contracts".  Best love to all   
Yr very aff son    F Spence

FSL335		4th February 1881		Thos Illingworth, Elmleigh, Ilkley

Dear Sir, 
	I find that the draught agreement betwixt yourself on the one part and my father and Mr Steuart on the other stipulates for my becoming surety for the carrying out of its provisions.
	As I believe this was a suggestion of your own and as I never gave it my consent* I think it well you should be acquainted with the fact.
Yours faithfully    Frank Spence  
	 * I never knew of it in fact before I saw it in the draught.  FS

FSL340		8th February 1881		 to Peter Spence

My very dear father, 
	Fox has been here and given us copy of letter he has received from Allen also of the proposed circular to shareholders. I enclose them herein. He is to call again tomorrow but it will be after you have left for Bradford. He wants you to consider whether it would not be serving some sinister purpose of Adamson's to have your offer printed in extenso. He also has the idea that the last paragraph of your offer in which you demand 3% for yourself if they don't accept it reads something like a threat.
	He seems to think that the disposal of the property will have to be by tender and that therefore the proper course may be simply to allude to your offer in this circular to shareholders.
	There are however two main considerations to be weighed in deciding the point - 
	(1) Whether it would be prudent to publish such an offer broadcast until the moment comes for selling the concern. If published it may be touted everywhere in the chemical trade and by making them think what a profit there is in alum making give us another lot of rivals.
	(2) Whether its appearance in full would tempt all shareholders who believe "a bird in the hand is worth two in the bush" to close with you at once.
	As matters have now gone so far perhaps the wisest course might be to make the offer subject to immediate acceptance i.e. to acceptance at the meeting and thus prevent any farther mischief being done by its being touted abroad a second time.
	I must say it offers a poor prospect to those who will have to work the concern. £2500 a year rent and the present horizon of the alum trade to face!
Yr very aff son    Frank Spence

FSL394		25th February 1881		W Ross Esq, 12 King Street

My dear Sir, 
	I may state for yr informat'n that my father told me today that the modus vivendi which he is now to propose betwixt Mr Steuart & himself for the future working of the Frizinghall sales and which will probably be agreed on between them is substantially as follows:-  
	That if either partner gets an offer for sulphate the other is to have an opportunity of getting a still better price for it. If he succeeds he is to make the sale. If not the other partner is to do so. Both parties you observe are to be upon a perfectly equal footing.
	As you are aware there has been a good deal of friction and unpleasantness in the past in connexion with these Frizinghall sales and as it is desirable (for your sales as well as our own) that all this shall be avoided in future I would be glad if you have any suggestion to make which would be a decided practical improvement on the above method.
	As the question of risk will also be an important element and as sulphate can be readily sold upon terms practically as good as the Beckton ones - cash against delivery order - I would like to know if it would be convenient for you to pay in full (instead of 4/5ths) on receipt of invoice; less interest of course to 14 days beyond delivery and subject to rectification by Hull re-weights. I may add that the whole of our business* Arthur & Hinshaw, Middleton Kirkpatrick & Co, Christ'r Roberts & Co (Bristol) and Rooke Spence & Co L'pool (both stock and sale delivery) is now arranged upon strict cash principles and I sincerely hope it may suit your convenience to come under the same category.
	The state of tension betwixt the two parties will I can see lead them to require that cash be immediately forthcoming for each others sales. I am quite certain that my father will not take the risk of B & H's sales and as this opinion will doubtless be reciprocated by Mr S with regard to yours, I do trust you may find yourself in a position to pay cash against invo. and thus avoid any possibility of objection of this kind to your business.  In great haste & trusting you may be able to [lead this?]  Yours very truly    F Spence    * except three sulphate contracts which will all be expired by June

FSL397		26th February 1881

My dear Mr Roberts, 
	Many thanks for your vote.  I am aware of the relative high voting power of the smaller shareholders and am personally very glad of it as (although of course loyally carrying out my father's wishes) I have no faith in the scheme and - with such a horizon as the alum trade now presents - have no desire to be saddled with the carrying of it out.
	I am nevertheless extremely glad my father has made this benevolent though perilous offer if only to testify his anxious desire that the shareholders should get back some of their money. They will regret this refusal of it when the concern comes to the hammer.
	We are setting about to get all the proxies possible but (fortunately!) C J Miller's circular has thoroughly spiked that gun.  There is one feature of Thursday's meeting which I do no yet understand - that is how the company's lawyers should have stated that a 2/3rds (or 3/4ths?) majority of the votes was necessary to carry the motion. The articles of assoc'n presents a simple majority at all meetings.
Very truly yours    Frank Spence

FSL400		28th February 1881		 to Peter Spence

My very dear father, 
	I send herewith a package which has arrived for Mr Page.
	Goole Co. - I annex copy of the bye law as to votes of meetings. Get Page's, David's and all the brain power you have at Erlington to bear upon this precious Allen clause and you will still find it to contradict itself. There is enough technical fat in it to feed half a dozen lawyers.
	Speaking seriously I am afraid that any votes and consequent proceedings taken under it might subsequently be invalidated by a different legal reading.
Yr very aff son    Frank Spence

	"Votes of Members    At every meeting all elections and other matters under the consideration of the meeting shall be decided by a simple majority of votes. 
	Members shall have votes on the following scale (to wit) :- Every member holding five, and not more than ten shares, one vote; holding ten and not less than twenty shares, two votes; and an additional vote for every twenty shares up to one hundred shares and an additional vote for every fifty shares beyond the first one hundred. No member shall have more than fifteen votes."

	P.S. I annex copy of share list from which you will see how the land would lie if you seriously carried out your proposal of giving away to your children and children's children your paid up shares in order to increase your voting power. I assume you could not give away the shares not fully paid up as nobody would have them.
	You have then 175 paid up shares which at five shares each would give you 35 additional votes. You have however to set off against this the strong feeling which such a proceeding would engender amongst the shareholders and also the fact that (to the extent of their paid up shares and perhaps beyond that) the other side might play at the same game.
	Bishop's assigns, Ellen Johnson, the Millers and the Robertsons are it appears the only ones besides yourself who have paid up shares.
Yr very aff son    FS

FSL430		21st March 1881

Dear Vin, 
	Allow me in the best of humour to say that - however unconscious you may be of the fact - your letter of Sat is nothing more nor less than an expression of your belief that mine of last week was not written with its professed motive. And as for obvious reasons I never attempt to prove my sincerity I have no farther reply to make to your observations. I may add however with equal good feeling that I shall have the cacorthes scribendi very bad indeed before I again write you upon anything having the remotest relation to Frizinghall.
	The partnership question betwixt yourself and my father I have and shall continue to have nothing to do with. The sooner you meet and settle it the better. It has brought a class of communication to this office quite new to us since the regime of J Berger Spence & Co. and all I have to remark upon the affair generally is that if people will transact business of the largest kind at their firesides instead of at their place of business where proper records can be made they must not be surprised if in due time "understandings" result in a plentiful crop of misunderstandings. As to the refusal to give you information about the state of the Frizinghall concern that certainly has not been on the part of this office and I feel sure my father has not refused any information that he had himself. It is only the other day that our ledger clerk (as he explained to you) ascertained the real position of matters and he wrote you fully upon it at once.
I remain, Your affectionate brother    Frank Spence 

[presumably FSL433 was sent in place of 430]

FSL433		21st March 1881

Dear Vin, 
	I must have the cacorthes scribendi awfully bad before I write you again to compare notes on business matters. A scorpion for an egg is as nearly as possible your reply to mine of the other day!
	A fortnight ago I asked your experience of sulphate "Tares".  Why didn't you take mine upon sulphate "terms" as a wrinkle in return? What more could it mean than an account of my experience on this special point? What could it have to do with Frizinghall except - if an improvement and if adopted - to benefit you?
	With the partnership question betwixt my father and yourself I have nothing whatever to do.  I was not a party to the arrangement and cannot therefore contribute any first hand evidence upon it. If people will transact business of the largest kind at their firesides instead of at their places of business where proper records can be made they must not be surprised if in due time "understandings" yield a plentiful crop of misunderstandings.
	While upon the Frizinghall subject I may say that finding my name as security had been put into the draught agreement with Illingworth without my knowledge or consent I wrote him withdrawing it. The simple fact is that with the best wishes for you and yours I have not the means which would enable me to take this position.
Your affectionate brother    Frank Spence  
	22 Mch 81  P.S. As to your being refused information with regard to the Frizinghall business let me tell you frankly that though numbers of your communications have been couched in a peremptory style that we have been strangers to in this office since the regime of J Berger Spence & Co. we have never once refused you information that we were in possession of ourselves. Whatever other imperfections my father may have, that of refusing information is certainly not one of them as I think your experience when commencing to manufacture and when our whole staff was placed at your disposal might at least testify.  F.S.

FSL436		24th March 1881

Dear Vin, 
	A disclaimer ends all controversy and however much prima facie evidence there was that I had rightly judged your letter dissipates it into thin air and the matter will now be to me as if it never occurred. Your affectionate brother    Frank Spence

FSL437		24th March 1881		W Vickers Esq

Dear William, 
	Kindly drop me a line to say whether you know a lawyer whom you think you can recommend to draw up a deed of partnership.
	We have a matter of this kind to arrange with a party whose lawyer is the same as ours and we both think that each should have a different man to act for him in the matter.
	I ask by letter because I know it would take less of your time than seeing you.  Many thanks in anticipation.
Very sincerely yours  Frank Spence

FSL467		8th April 1881			Mr Wild, Messrs Spence & Steuart
My dear Sir,  		Private
	Hitherto I have had cause to admire your perfectly impartial attitude in this extremely unpleasant vexata questio betwixt my father and Mr Steuart.
	I am bound therefore to believe that your letter of yesterday is a mere lapsus. I must however personally request you to kindly in the interests of my father's peace of mind and freedom from irritation continue to keep strictly neutral in the matter.  He has been talking the last few days of throwing the whole thing into chancery but I sincerely hope in the interest of all parties that such a necessity may be avoided.  	In the letter I refer to you state that our plumber is not now required as you have made an arrangement with Darey &c. Now as your last intimation re Darey was that he had offered to do the work at a very high price don't you think your proper course under the circumstances was to describe the nature of the arrangement that had been made?
Yours faithfully   Frank Spence

FSL470		11th April 1881			Mr Wild, Messrs Spence & Steuart

My dear Sir,  		Private 
	I have your very kind and courteous letter.  I felt sure I had rightly judged and now even my very slight hint proves to have been unnecessary. In so delicate a position however the utmost care could not ensure your always appearing to preserve a neutral attitude.
	If only for your own sake I trust this exceedingly unsatisfactory status quo may soon give way to an entirely different position of affairs and with best wishes  I remain  
Very faithfully yours  Frank Spence

FSL473		12th April 1881		 to Peter Spence

My very dear father, 
	John has got permission for himself, you and me to see Whitworth's works tomorrow afternoon i.e. if you care to go. They are turning out the largest crank ever made for a steamer 40 tons and it occurred to me you might like to see it and any other compressed steel casting they may have.
	If therefore you decide to go you could have some soup here and go on there (John has arranged for 2.30) and then drive direct home, so please arrange accordingly with Mamma.
	I have had a long talk this afternoon with Caldwell & Middleton's man about the Italian alumina. It comes from Civita Vechia where alum is made from it. The owners have also works at Rouen and he says it has displaced nearly all the other alum works.
	The stuff is also doing the same they say in South Germany. I mean the mineral is beginning to be largely used there. In France they make an alum from it for which the T R Dyers there give them £9 per ton.  It is this Italian alum which in Caldwell & Middleton's hands has driven us out of Genoa and which is rapidly doing the same at Bombay. He says they have sold 1000 tons of it at the latter place and it is spoken very highly of there.
	They are prepared to offer us the monopoly of the mineral for Britain and think they may come down a good deal in price. Esilman is now experimenting with it.
	Griffiths Mayman & Co.'s representative says their friends are wealthy people and are going largely into the Rodonda business. They can get the mineral from the Rodonda Co he says delivered at Saltney near Chester for £2-10/- which is less than our price of £2-1-6 f.o.r. Manchester. I have wired Simpson Davies & Co asking their lowest freight by water to Saltney. I told him we could sell our grinding mills to them at a price and he thinks they might buy them.
	Both the Rodonda Co and the Italian Co are reconstructed companies built upon the wrecks of the former Co. in each case.
	I see that in the Chemical News of last week (see p 167) Mycock of Rotherham is advertising for a Manager.  On the same page of C News I observe that the Solvay process bicarbonate of soda contains as much ammonia as gas liquor (from 2 to 3 %) no wonder therefore that Mond Co needs the Salford liquor!  
Your very affectionate son  Frank Spence

FSL478		16th April 1881		 to Peter Spence

My very dear father, 
	I wired you this morning as per enclosed, and now hand you Esilman's and office details.
	Rodonda - I have got an offer of freight from Simpson Davies & Co to deliver the stuff at Saltney in quantities of 80 to 100 tons @ 6/9. Have today therefore quoted Rooke Spence & Co £2-7-6 per ton nett delivered @ Saltney.
	Assuming that it would cost us 6d per ton (which it will not) to put it into the boats this quotation you will see netts us £2-0-3, just the same as your other offer of £2-1-6 nett free on rails (the latter offer involving 1/3 per ton cartage).
	Farthest liquor tank - Hardman junior was down today and on following conditions which seem to me quite reasonable says they will pay £125 per annum.
	That we make the roof safe against risk of life from falling through.
	That the ground just round the tank be so trimmed as to prevent water running into the tank.
	He wanted us to guarantee the tightness of the tank i.e. that their creosote would not leak away out of it (a little water leaking in is not a serious objection). I said we could not guarantee anything as to this but that they could satisfy themselves first on the point in any way they liked. As I told him however that we had no suspicion of its leaking outward. He said they would be prepared to take it from year to year (subject to the usual 6 months notice on either side, that period being necessary to give them time to clear out the stock of creosote if notified by us). He added that if after a year's trial  they found it tight they might like it for a period of years. I replied that you might not object to that subject to the condition that if at any time the Manchester liquor again came into the market you might resume possession after .....? notice. He agrees to bind themselves to restore the tank in the condition in which they get it. I stipulated that they should be responsible for the results of a fire* as the article will burn if set fire to. (*they might be required to insure it for a certain value - if any Co would insure it). They always he says keep a few inches of water upon it.
	With regard to our trimming the ground and making the roof safe he says they would do all that themselves if a proportionate concession were made from the rent.
	You remember I never liked that abominable roof and if we assume any responsibility in the matter we shall some day have one of their men killed beside a claim to meet under the Employers Liability Act. I may mention in connexion with this that John suggests they should take over the whole top end of our land from the tank Bouchwards* at an additional rent. They use the extreme top end of it as it is for carts & other things and John thinks they might be glad of the land.
	An additional rent could pay or help to pay our chief rent for this land (£39-9/-).  If you think the Rodonda heaps are to disappear and we can do without the land for a tip could not some arrangement be made which would require them to make a fence round the tank or the land and take all responsibility for the present repairs and future risk of life connected with it?
	Let me know your mind on the whole matter by Tuesday on which day he is again to call.
	All else well. Weather here actually threatening to be fine (noon). Trusting it is now brilliant with you and that Mamma and yourself are thoroughly enjoying rest and change.  I remain with best love 
Your very affectionate son  F.S.
	[ * this probably refers to Mr John Bouch, a sulphate maker - see PSL1/394 ]

FSL549		28th July 1881			to David D Spence

My dear David, 
	One hurried line before post to ask you to accept the enclosed little chq from me.  My position is not what it was but my circumstances are nevertheless better than yours in view of the evident failure of the U.S. scheme.
	I have always thought and said you ought to go to B'ham.  If the American affair entirely collapses perhaps father may soon be got to see it. (It is not however I need scarcely say for the want of good wishes for you that he doesn't see it now).  Hoping you may also have a happy time of it up north.
Your affectionate brother    Frank Spence

FSL556		 to Peter Spence

My very dear father, 
	I have (and indeed expected) nothing from you by this mornings post. Jas R's details herewith will show you that today's orders are good but nearly all at very low price.
	I enclose letter and scheme (hundred and one'th Edition!) from Fox - from which you will gather that the proposal to pay Groom £2000 is abandoned - Query? Are they then to continue paying him his high rate of interest rather than accept any offer of mortgage from you however low?
	When you come back I think we should before taking a step of any kind in relation to this matter consult Chorlton de novo about the whole affair. He may throw quite a different and more hopeful light than Stead upon its real position and prospects.
	Kipping - The enclosed from him which I supposed was a private letter to myself was really addressed to you. So far as I am concerned I have only to observe upon it that as an executor has unlimited responsibilities he should similarly have unlimited powers. Personally I would not take an unknown man or woman into partnership in a business which was my own - much less in one in which I shall probably have no interest worth speaking of but in regard to which I would nevertheless be personally liable to the extent described by Chorlton.
	To prove that you were not influenced by covetousness in the matter you will remember my recommending your taking the position that whichever partner dies first the other should be required and prepared to buy out his interest. The question is certainly an important one and should be very carefully considered.
	Esilman's memo herewith shows the latest movement of the chambers. Nothing else new. With best love to Mamma & all I remain 
Yr very aff son  Frank Spence 
	I have stopped your "Times" Jas R goes on his holidays tomorrow. F.S.

FSL583		22 September 1881		to David D Spence

My dear David, 
	One line to ask how you are progressing under treatment and whether you have yet got any more definite and really promising news from U.S.
	We have today advices from the other side that the furnace claim has been allowed so the patent will be completed forthwith.
	In view of your possibly commencing operations we have thus far though with some difficulty managed to postpone our reply to Crenshaw as to his having the royalty for the whole U.S.
	If you were not to go he would we believe do the furnace justice by pushing it amongst vitriol makers in the States.
	Fanny and I ran up to Whitehaven the other day and we were glad we did as no other representatives of Jessie's relatives were able to go. They are bearing up under their loss as genuine Christians ought to do. Lizzie has done all the hard nursing and Ebbie took her away the morning after the burial to Crieff for a change.
	Fanny I am sorry to say was a good deal prostrated by the night ride and loss of sleep but I am thankful to add she is now almost herself again.
	Hoping to hear you are again getting into first rate trim.  I remain 
Your very affectionate brother  Frank

FSL687		9th December 1881		 to Peter Spence

My very dear father, 
	The opportunity escaped me today to speak to you again about the title of the works and as we have two documents of different kinds which are waiting to be reprinted I would like you to think it over once more and let me know your mind in the morning.
	Jas R said you said something about putting "Newton Heath" behind the words "Pendleton Alum Works" but as John G (who heard him telling me) remarked "that was done before and it sent people to Newton Heath".
	You remember my saying to you the other day "I don't know any old person who shows so little of the conservative spirit as yourself" and I don't know how many times I have said this of you to others.
	If I thought you could not get out of an old groove I would feel it hopeless to suggest such a thing as this to you but I do so because I have seen you step out of so many ruts and so often "bring forth fruit in old age".  I hope therefore you will justify my boast by another evidence of thorough sympathy with the second generation.
	If after your removal to Erlington you had christened it "Smedley New Hall" you would ere this have encountered a sufficient number of misguided wanderers to make you bury a misleading name. 
Yr very aff son  Frank Spence

FSL719		30th December 1881

My dear Eben, 
	From what David said the other day you have got an impression that it is no use procuring any offer of bags or other articles however advantageous if it has the result of taking business from W Ross.  Allow me to say that you were never more mistaken in your life. His whole transactions are very jealously watched in the interests of the concern and much more so because he has a brother in our office.
	You remember you failed before to effect an economy in the bags but we shall be none the less ready to give an unbiased consideration to any new quotation you may procure. All we require is that the quality shall be good and regular, and that being secured, the cheapest offer will be accepted.
	You must not forget however that if W R supplies bad bags he alone as the buyer of the sulphate has to bear all the consequences.  All other things being equal this is of course a decided advantage.  	Wishing you many happy new years.  I remain  
Your affectionate cousin  F.S.

FSL743		25th January 1882		to David D Spence

My very dear David, 
	One line to say that Fanny and I hope we may have the great pleasure of your company along with various other members of the family on Tues. next (Anson Road).
	It is the only practicable evening I understand for the others or Fanny would not have fixed it on a day so awkward for yourself.  But we hope you will arrange to stay over from Birmingham a day or so for once. It will indeed do you good to do so by breaking the monopoly of so many rigid week end journeys to and fro.
	Hoping you won't disappoint us.  I remain
Your very aff bro Frank.
	I see you have arrived at a more reliable datum for the sulphate drainage than the tank measurement. The actual drainage over a very long period (if stocks at beginning and end of it have been taken into a/c) should certainly furnish an exact standard for the future supposing of course that the process remains unchanged.  Should a reduction in the proportion of nitre cake used compared with the former proportion affect it?
	Per centage NH3 in Sulphate - I forget whether I ever wrote you that father wanted the percentage to range between 24.35 and 24.45 - I observe a number of recent daily tests above 24.6 which represents a considerable loss and it occurred to me you may have been perplexed amid so many changes of view and did not now really know what to aim at.  F.S.

FSL943		15th May 1882

My dear Vin, 
	A son of my father's brother or half brother Jas Spence of Newcastle whom Jessie will I daresay recollect is seeking a situation as chemist and useful man generally. If we had had any vacancy for him either here or at B'ham he could have been put into it at once. He has been employed as chemist at a small salary by Croysdale of Knottingley and Whitley Bridge for some little time but C's sons or nephews, I forget which, are all at sixes and sevens and he has found himself de trop as the result. He leaves C's place next or rather this week.
	It struck me that you might be wanting a chap of this kind and as S's views of remuneration are very moderate and he wants to make himself generally useful I thought he might tempt you to go in for having your own chemist.  I do not know him intimately but he wrote me some time ago in such a spirit of despondency or rather despair at his continued inability to get a situation that I almost moved heaven and earth to get him one (Croysdale's).
	Hope you are all in fine feather at the Cedars. Fanny and the youngsters have had a grand week of fine air at Blackpool and the lads left for Tettenhall this afternoon. With warmest love to all I remain  Your affectionate brother  Frank Spence

FSL945		15th May 1882			Mr John D Spence, Kings Mills, Knottingley

My dear Cousin, 
	I have been all but overwhelmed with work or I would have written you earlier.  Your position has I am sure been anything but a bed of roses but you must not despair and I will do my best to obtain you a better post.
	I wish we had a vacancy for you in one of our two places.  I write by same post to a friend who may decide to go in for a chemist in connexion with two or three works in which he is interested.
	With best wishes and in great haste I remain  
Your affectionate Cousin  Frank Spence

FSL956		25th May 1882		to John B Spence

My dear Jack, 
	Fanny and I have been very glad to learn through Mary from time to time of your steady recovery from what might have been a fatal catastrophe and we sincerely hope it may leave behind it no permanent ill effect.
	David is again ill and I really fear these repeated breakdowns have a great deal to do with what is on his mind.
	You remember he was almost if not altogether passive in the transactions which finally resulted in leaving him under such a terrible liability.  He worked under you a long time at Goole and as he has never wronged you that I am aware of, I cannot believe you have any real grudge against him. I feel it so pitiable to observe him every now and then in this depressed state of mind that I would be heartily glad if you could suggest some practicable basis for settling his affair.
	I cannot say that I would succeed but I would do my very best to get it carried through here.  I haven't told any body that I am communicating with you but I would be glad to see this family feud at an end. 
Your affectionate brother  Frank Spence

FSL982a		27th May 1882		to John B Spence

My dear Jack, 
	I have your letter of yesterday and it is clear from it I must expect the usual fate of mediators i.e. to be roundly abused for my pains.
	Well, I forget what you say about myself and have only good wishes for you in return.  Before leaving the subject of "myself" however I must set you right on one point raised by your letter. My means are not what you evidently think them. I have no partnership in the business but simply a tenth of the profits and since our loss of the Manchester liquor that is much too small to enable me to do more than pay my way.
	Now with regard to the feelings on both sides in this sad affair I do not in the least degree participate in them. I take simply the reasonable common sense view of the matter and of the way to practically settle it.
	I told you when in London that I believed a commercial not legal arbitrator would pronounce in your favour so far as a part of the amount is concerned. You will recollect my sharply urging a settlement on that basis. I still urge it* because I believe I might induce my father to pay the amount of such an award.
	The result would at least be that this very disagreeable matter would be out of hand, whereas if no agreement is come to and anything happens to David you will never see a penny of the money.
	I do not wish to force this view upon you and - in order to settle the matter and end a purposeless feud - I would be only too glad to receive and deal with any proposal of a reasonable nature you might care to make.  I remain  
Your affectionate brother  Frank Spence	 	*say without expense to you

FSL983		8th June 1882		 to Peter Spence

My very dear father, 
	One line to say that Chorlton being "out" when we called I hunted him up and took him to the Free Library where Worthington had gone meantime.
	Chorlton explained the position quite to W's satisfaction and it has been arranged that the effort shall be made at once to get Frazer and McKerrow to cooperate in getting the other side represented on the Committee.
	Also that Chorlton shall prepare the resolutions for the Committee and put them into Worthington's hands. If this committee do its duty and no explosion which they cannot control occurs at the Shareholders' meeting all should go well.
	Meantime in order to be prepared for a cash solution of the matter we should be quietly reckoning up our available pocket money and agreeing with Rice to find the remainder.
Your very affectionate son  Frank Spence

FSL985		12th June 1882		Mr Alderman Worthington, Church St

My dear Sir, 		Private
	I think the following figures will put the position clearly.  Total amount of paid up capital  = £73,693  Amount of above held by P Spence  = £18,998  Of the £20,000 offer there would accordingly have to be paid to us as our proportion £5,156, leaving only £14,844 for division amongst the other shareholders.
	Now as we have offered to pay the other shareholders during the next ten years 40 per cent on £54,695, or say £21,878, and as the present value of this, cash paid down, is £17,065; it is evident that our proposal gives the shareholders 17,065-14844 = £2,221 more than the £20,000 offer, supposing it to be bona fides.
	There is another matter I would like to name and as at the last meeting you stood up so successfully for fair play, I think it very desirable you should have it in mind during the final negotiations. If the concern comes to us it is presumed that we get the connexion along with it. I think you will recognise the reasonableness of this and the consequent necessity for the books of the concern being handed over to us that we may obtain it.
	Unless you stipulate for this however I am confident Adamson's strong animus will lead him to refuse us the whole of the books. If he could work up the feeling of his inspecting Committee to such a pitch that they would say "Spence at no price" it is evident he is quite capable of this and worse.
	He stated at the last meeting that he had given us all the information we had asked for as to Stock &c. This is absolutely untrue. We had the very greatest difficulty in getting any facts from him and had there not been already sufficient irritation at the meeting I would have risen and flatly denied his statement.  	I leave this matter confidently to your judgment and remain  My dear Sir  
Very truly yours  Frank Spence

FSL989		14th June 1882		Mr Alderman Worthington, Church St

My dear Sir, 		Private 
	I have (without first getting my father's consent) thought it to be the wisest course to place the enclosed document into your hands.
	If you let one or two of the Committee know that you have good grounds for believing that this irritating matter is again to be brought up by Adamson and that it is certain to lead to an explosion which might imperil the object of the meeting*; they would then be prepared to peremptorily refuse to allow a subject to be gone into which is quite foreign to the purpose for which the meeting has been called.
	My father frankly explained to the meeting that the information given him by his broker had proved to be incorrect, and that therefore his first view of the contract price paid by Adamson could not be borne out.  As that acknowledgement practically withdrew any imputation on Adamson's conduct in connexion with the contract** it should have ended the matter. But my father was finally bullied by Adamson at the meeting into offering to implement the contract at £10 - a price still below the market figure and therefore involving loss to him.
	Surely that loss is a sufficient punishment for the original statement made by him on the strength of his broker's opinion.
	I suppose however that Adamson having once tasted blood is resolved to have another draught. If he does I shall not this time sit on and see him baited by such a man.  I earnestly trust however you will make this unnecessary by seeing that any attempt to raise the subject at all is firmly put down.
	I enclose for your private perusal the broker's opinion upon which my father based his statement.  Kindly return me it and Adamson's letter at tomorrow's meeting & oblige.
Yours very truly  Frank Spence    
	* I think it is not at all improbable that this motive has inspired the document.  
	** Except of course the entering into a six months contract at all, in the face of the strong formal protest against it at the time made by my father who was then negotiating for the purchase of the works and who did not want this particular article at all.

FSL990a

Telegram from Frank Spence to Peter Spence, Smedley's Hydropathic Institution, Matlock Bank - 
	"No letter arrived but have told Worthington other party would have to liquidate annuity Please proceed Chorltons on arrival tomorrow"

FSL990b

Telegram with text only - 
	"Seen Worthington since Committee He says Committee distinctly of opinion our offer best and everything looks favourable for Thursday's meeting" 


